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ABSTRACT 

Educational video games are becoming an 

increasingly popular alternative in the academic 

field. However, video game development is a 

very complex task that requires programming 

skills and knowledge of multiple technologies, 

as well as lengthy and costly processes. This has 

hindered the adoption of educational video 

games in real settings, and therefore the global 

acceptance of educational games as a viable 

approach. In contrast, teachers with limited time 

and resources are a key factor for educational 

video game adoption. If enthusiastic teachers 

can be empowered to create games to engage 

their students, and if these games were ready to 

be played in a variety of devices and platforms, 

we could bring a new generation of low-cost 

games for immediate deployment in the 

classroom, using the students’ own devices. We 

aim to achieve this goal by creating a Domain-

Specific Language for the development of 

multiplatform educational video games without 

requiring any programming skills and with a 

reduced time investment. This approach should 

reduce the barriers for using educational video 

games in the classroom and ease the way 

towards generalised adoption of educational 

video games. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The current use of new technologies is widely 

spread due to the use of Smartphones, the 

Internet, tablets, or computers [1], for personal 

use and learning, offering and opening a world 

of possibilities. This has resulted in schools, 

high schools, and colleges having a new variety 

of devices to help students learn.  Educators are 

also becoming more interested in these 

educational video games to motivate the 

students and improve learning [2]–[4]. Games 

help reinforce student motivation when they try 

to win and they receive emotional benefits when 

they obtain their reward [5]. According to recent 

research [6], educators are discovering the 

cognitive potential of games in the classroom. 

Furthermore, the use of educational video games 

is increasing [4], [6]–[8] in fields like health 

care, soft skills training, math, engineering, 

business, language, and other domains. We can 

boost the students’ motivation for learning 

through entertainment software, as proposed in 

[2], [9]–[11]. Then, through the use of video 

games, cooperation, competence and self-

improvement will be stimulated. This will have 
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repercussions in the individual learning, by 

trying to surpass other students, and in the team 

cooperation, by trying to find a combined 

solution to the problem. The student will also 

have the possibility of repeating the lessons and 

exams suggested by the teacher repeatedly. This 

will prevent students from getting frustrated 

when failing, because they will be able to repeat 

the same lessons until they achieve their goals, 

which will positively improve his motivation for 

learning [10], [12], [13].  

These arguments may announce a new era of 

education, with a strong presence of 

technologies [14] and games in the classroom. 

However, the reality is that games are not that 

close to global acceptance.  

Effective day-to-day classroom innovation 

works better when adopted by grassroots 

teachers trying to engage their students. 

However, teachers cannot be expected to create 

educational games for their students on their 

own. There are some educational tools that aim 

to facilitate this and have been successfully used 

in the past, including eAdventure (previously 

known as <e-Game> and after as <e-

Adventure>) [11], [15], Scratch [16], [17], and 

Alice [18], [19]. However, even these tools still 

demand a lot of time for the development of 

educational games and can be too much for a 

single teacher to face alone. 

Furthermore, once the games are created, 

deploying them so that they can be played by a 

large group of students is challenging. Different 

schools use different platforms and approaches, 

and the alternative of using student devices (i.e. 

BYOD approaches [20]) is even more 

challenging from a platform perspective, due to 

the youth and fast evolution of mobile devices 

and their operating systems. This wide diversity 

presents additional challenges in terms of 

developing educational applications that may be 

supported by all platforms simple and effective 

way [21].  

These difficulties could be tackled by using 

specific development approaches that target 

simultaneously different platforms, including 

mobile platforms. One possible solution would 

be to create a Domain-Specific Language (DSL) 

to obtain that abstraction layer and encapsulate 

the domain of the problem in it [22]. To solve 

this problem partially, derived from the software 

development of the application, we will leverage 

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE). 

In this research, we present a DSL that can be 

used to create educational multiplatform video 

games. With this DSL, teachers can be enabled 

to small and simple educational video games in 

a matter of hours rather than days or months. 

Teachers can define the different menus, 

questions, answers, pictures, insert videos and 

sound and their own images. Teachers can also 

create different question types: logic, math, 

trivia, memory, tutorials and other. 

While the games themselves are relatively 

simple, the process is so straightforward that a 

teacher may create a small game focused on 

current events in one evening so that students 

can play it the following day in any platform. 

The DSL also provides an abstraction of the 

actual game platforms and look & feel settings, 

therefore creating games that can be deployed to 

many different platforms without a significant 

effort.  

The remainder of this paper is structured as 

follows: In section 2, we analyse the current 

situation of the development of applications for 

mobile devices and make a brief explanation of 

Model-Driven Engineering and Domain-Specific 

Languages, as well as research on some existing 

video game editors and the situation of video 

games in education. Section 3 details the kind of 

questions that can be created in games and the 

implementation of our DSL in our Case Study. 

Section 4 explains all the methodology and the 

results of the experiment. Section 5 contains the 

discussion of the research and the future work. 

2 STATE OF THE ART 

Educational video games could be a good tool to 

motivate students [4], [23], giving positive 

effects on them. Nevertheless, not all people 

have programming skills or know how to create 

a video game and then people would require 

time for learning about these things. 

Furthermore, another challenge is the necessity 

of a high investment because game development 

requires high development costs [24]. 
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Therefore, a possible solution would consist in 

facilitating the development of educational video 

games for teachers with a DSL which facilitates 

the game development. This is why we chose to 

abstract the problem using MDE to create the 

DSL. With this DSL, teachers could create 

educational video games with no programming 

skills, but in an easy and quick way as we can 

see in literature [25], including lessons and the 

corresponding tests. 

2.1 Development of educational applications for 

mobile devices 

The wide range of electronic devices in the 

student’s daily life offers endless possibilities. 

These devices allow to do the exercises and 

learn by playing anywhere, as long as they have 

smartphones, laptops, tablets, or any other 

similar devices, even in places with few 

technological means or where the access to the 

Internet is not possible [26]. But, because of the 

great variety of electronic devices, it becomes 

very difficult to develop educational applications 

for all kind of devices efficiently [21]. This is 

due to the big differences that exist between the 

different mobile operating systems in the 

market. For example, Android uses Java, and 

iPhone uses Objective-C or Swift [27]. 

Furthermore, evolution in the mobile world is 

fast and constant. 

As we have seen, game development is very 

expensive and needs educational experts to help 

in the creation of the game. However, teachers 

do not have much time and usually no external 

incentives to participate in game design [28]. It 

is a reason why they need tools to facilitate the 

development of educational video games in an 

easy and quick way with a low individual cost 

[29]. 

2.2 Video Games in Education 

Learning through video games is nothing new. 

For instance, video games are able to motivate 

the students and encourage them to solve 

problems, reflect, and think in a more creative 

way. This makes students learn through 

participation instead of memorisation [12].  

There is also significant evidence that video 

game players improve their reaction times, their 

hand-eye coordination, and their self-esteem 

[30]. 

We can see in literature as some teachers have 

used AAA video games in education. For 

example, with Age of Mythology, students 

learned about various mythologies from the 

ancient world and Age of Empires contained 

information about ancient civilisations, heroes, 

weapons, wars, and history [31]. With 

Civilization IV it was demonstrated that students 

learned about the history of civilisations by 

giving life to all kind of ancient empires [9], or 

to teach politics, civics, and history [29]. There 

are also economy games, like Patrician and 

Pharaoh, in which the player has to manage an 

empire, check the needs of the citizens, and raise 

money, something that helps the players to 

understand better the way an economy worked 

back then, as well as experiencing a whole 

history lesson while playing an entertaining 

game. Other games, like SimCity 2000 are 

useful to learn about urban geography [10] or 

social dynamics and evolution [23]. Other games 

depend on the player to make some moral 

decisions on the entrusted requests in order to 

advance through the game, like what happens in 

Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic [31]. 

Other ones allow players to create their own 

map for the game, with the possibility of 

generating things and not only learning, which is 

what usually happens in schools [32].  

On the other hand, the research literature on 

(non-commercial) educational video games 

shows that they have been successfully applied 

in multiple fields, including high-stakes areas 

such as reducing the errors of health 

professionals [33], [34]. Other examples are: 

[35] that obtained an increment of the average 

student note in the midterm exam and reduced 

the student stress and increased their 

satisfaction; [36] that compared the game-based 

learning with the traditional methods with 

undergraduate students, with an increment of the 

mean score in the first group; while [37] 

researched that the students that used the game 

to learn had obtained a higher level of their 

cognitive process and more satisfaction than 

students using traditional methods. 

In other cases, the games were used for 

obtaining benefits in some specific users, 



improving their memory, reflexes, and 

knowledge. For instance, educational video 

games for toddlers, so they can learn basic 

things, like colours or the alphabet. Games could 

be used to help elderly people [38] too, 

improving and reinforcing the technique or 

strategies with health professionals [33], [34]. 

Besides, video games can help people with some 

kind of disabilities [39] or disorders, for 

example on kids with Attention Deficit 

Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) [30], hearing 

impairment [40], between  others as we can see 

in this systematic review [33]. Even, games can 

be aimed to stimulate specific capacities [7], 

such as: memory, logic, eye-hand coordination, 

reaction time, self-esteem, spatial vision, etc. 

2.3 Model-Driven Engineering 

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) appeared to 

solve software development problems [41], to be 

precise, the problems of the Software Crisis, 

which was already present in the 1960s and are 

still present, as can be seen in [42], [43], in spite 

of the use of agile approaches [44]. One solution 

to these problems can be obtained through the 

automation or semiautomation of processes, 

something in which MDE is quite popular for 

solving different problems [45]–[49]. 

With the use of MDE we manage to reduce the 

complexity of the design and the 

implementation, which helps to obtain a much 

more reliable software and with more 

sophisticated functionalities [50]. Using MDE, 

we can increase the abstraction over third 

generation programming languages (e.g., C++, 

C#, Java, and so on). This offers the use of a 

concept much closer to the problem domain by 

converting the elements of the domain into one 

or more models. This model makes easier for us 

to create a DSL that we manage to increase the 

abstraction of the problem, giving us an increase 

of the productivity [50], [51]. 

By applying MDE, we manage to simplify the 

abstraction level for the different generated 

educational video games. This gives us the 

necessary abstraction to create the DSL that 

allows people without knowledge the creation of 

simple educational video games in an easier way 

for teachers, also being able to port these games 

to target different platforms, one of the main 

objectives of this research. 

2.4 Domain-Specific Language 

A Domain-Specific Language (DSL) is a 

language, commonly declarative, that generates 

calls for subprocesses in order to solve a certain 

problem within a specific domain. DSLs have a 

great power of expression [22]. The main 

advantages that the use of a DSL can offer are 

the increase of the productivity, the lesser 

chances of errors, easy maintenance [52], [53], 

portability, the knowledge of the problem 

domain, and the reutilisation for different 

purposes [22], [54]. On the other hand, DSLs 

present handicaps like a worse efficiency than 

native codification and a higher difficulty to 

create the domain and construct the DSL [22], 

[52]. However, DSLs can be created applying 

MDE to solve a problem [51], thus creating an 

abstraction level of software engineering [55]. 

By providing a DSL, it is possible for any 

person to define the desired educational video 

game, which is our domain, in a quick and 

simple way, creating a supported language for 

the different platforms, which guarantees the 

reusability of all the elements they share.  

2.5 Video Game Editors 

Currently, several tools make it easier to develop 

video games (educational or not). Some tools 

allow exporting the game to various platforms at 

the same time, making it possible to develop the 

game once and then running it in multiple 

platforms, The biggest differences amongst the 

different editors are: the type of games 

supported (graphic adventure, simulators, 

arcades, etc.), the possibilities for editing and 

expanding existing video games, the usability of 

the tools themselves, and the 

straightforwardness they offer when creating a 

video game. In this section, we will describe 

some of the editors used by collegues from other 

research projects. 

eAdventure Project is a research project that 

has been created and it is maintained by e-UCM 

research group from Complutense University of 

Madrid [15]. The first prototype was developed 

by [56] and it was called <e-Game> Project. 

The project offered a DSL to create adventure 



video games to motivate their students. Around 

2006-2007 it was renamed to <e-Adventure> 

[21], [57], [58]. It allowed developing the video 

game by teachers without the necessity to have a 

development team to help teachers during the 

process. Furthermore, the development cost for 

educational video games was drastically 

reduced. However, it only supports adventure-

like video games. 

GameMaker Studio allows developing 

multiplatform video games quickly [59]. It was 

designed to be used by inexperienced users [60]. 

This editor allows creating the levels and menus 

of the video game in a graphic way, by dragging 

the elements where we want. It also allows 

programming in its own language, GameMaker 

Language, which requires some basic 

programming knowledge. Notwithstanding, the 

editor generates an executable file, which does 

not allow further modifications, it does not offer 

special help to create educational video games, 

and it has very expensive licenses. 

GameSalad is a free software tool that allows 

the user to develop and export games for Mac, 

PC, iOS and Android devices, and HTML5 [61]. 

In [13], it was used to create a video game to 

teach wind and gravity theory on iOS. In [62], it 

was compared with App Inventor for Android. 

GameSalad offers a series of advantages that 

makes video game development easier using a 

drag-n-drop program creation feature, defining 

actors and scenes, and configuring their 

parameters to establish their design, behaviour, 

and the game rules [62]. However, we consider 

it a limited tool because the created video games 

can be modified only from the tool itself and 

GameSalad does not have special templates to 

facilitate the development of educational video 

games. 

Stencyl is a tool that provides video game 

designers with a graphic editor that enables 

game creation for iOS, Mac, Windows, Flash, 

Android, and HTML5. Stencyl is also based on 

the definition of scenes and actors. Nonetheless, 

Stencyl is intuitive enough for people that have 

experience with design programs. However, 

programming and algorithm logic knowledge is 

necessary, as many of the modifications done to 

a game require the creation of complex flow 

diagrams. 

Unity is a video game engine developed by 

Unity Technologies [63] that allows the creation 

of 2D and 3D multiplatform video games. It 

features a graphic interface that allows dragging 

components and customizing them with the 

editor. This allows modifying the physics, 

graphics, behaviours, and interactions of the 

elements, and allows importing object models 

created with graphic design tools. It also has its 

own scripting language to program actions in 

video games, adding behaviours, and making the 

objects more customizable [64]. However, once 

the game is generated, the editor gives a 

compiled solution, which makes impossible to 

edit the game or its levels without using the 

editor. Besides, Unity does not have special 

templates to facilitate the development of 

educational video games. 

3 CREATING THE DSL 

In this research, we have implemented the DSL 

in the Gade4All project. Gade4All was a 

national research project financed by the 

AVANZA plan and performed by the ‘Ingeniería 

Dirigida por Modelos MDE-RG’ research group 

at the University of Oviedo, which resulted in 

the creation of a 2D native multiplatform video 

game editor. 

In [65], [66], we can see the basic idea about the 

editor and how Gade4All works to create 

platform video games and the idea of this 

project. In these first articles, the main idea of 

the different typologies was presented along 

with the design templates for the menus, how 

they work, their creation, and the editor 

architecture. In this work, we focus on the DSL 

itself, the game-building process and the results 

of an evaluation of the overall agility of the 

process. 

In this new iteration of our research, we 

implement the necessary logic to develop 

educational video games based on questions. 

 



 

Figure 1 Montage featuring examples of the different types of questions 

This current iteration contains a DSL, which 

allows creating simple educational video games 

with educational questions in an easier way. 

From a software engineering perspective, we 

used Model-Driven Engineering to abstract the 

problem, create the DSL, and make easier the 

video games portability among platforms. One 

of the main pillars of this platform is the creation 

of a DSL that allows defining the main 

characteristics and working on the games 

taxonomies in a specific and non-platform-

dependent way. The implementation of this DSL 

in Gade4All allows creating multiplatform 

educational video games using the Gade4All 

editor with a minimum effort for teachers. 

The games first offer an educational part and 

then ask questions about its content. However, 

this can be manipulated at will by placing the 

information and the questions in the order that 

we prefer. After getting to the end of the game, 

the player immediately obtains his score. All the 

generated educational applications run on 

mobile devices (Android, iPhone) and in any 

web browser with HTML5 support. 

3.1 Designing the games 

In this subsection, we will describe, in general 

terms and with a high level of abstraction, the 

possible kind of questions that can be created. 

We show an example of questions in Figure 1. 

The questions can be divided into six groups: 

tutorials, mathematics, trivia, mental agility, 

interaction, and software. All the questions share 

common elements and any kind of question can 

have multiple answers, include sounds and 

videos and add properties from another type of 

questions. There is also a time meter that can be 

adjusted individually for each question in order 

to establish a time limit. 

However, any type of action and customisation 

for a question is applicable to any other. For 

instance, every question can contain video and 

audio and the actions performed in the 

interactive questions or the mental agility ones 

can be performed even in the tutorial question. 

Still, these six groups are merely indicative, 

because the customisation possibilities allow the 

user to create new kinds of questions:  

Tutorials: As it can be seen in Figure 1A, the 

teacher can include the information that he 

wants to give to the student. Like the normal 

questions, this is totally customizable and 

multimedia components can be added, like video 

and audio files. This way, the teacher will be 

able to teach the student by creating one or more 

tutorials, followed by an educational video 

game. 

If implemented, the audio and video files can be 

played, paused and stopped at will by the 

students. In this case, it is possible to offer an 

audio tutorial to make things easier for the 

students and let them choose between reading 

and listening. 

Trivial: Figure 1B and Figure 1C show 

examples of trivia-like questions. One features 

an image and the other a video. This kind of 

question can contain both images, texts, videos 

and sounds, so the teachers are given a lot of 

freedom to create their own questions. For 

instance, the teachers can include images of 

pictures and drawings in their questions about 

history and art, or images of clocks to ask the 

students what hour is displayed on them, maps 



and flags of countries for the geography lessons 

or even sound files for the questions about 

music. Regarding the text of the question, the 

teachers can write their own text, including 

numbers and mathematical signs. Another 

possibility would be to include videos for the 

creation of cultural games about movies, 

documentaries, history, theatre, interviews or 

videos of experiments performed in the physic 

and chemistry lessons, even videos of exercises 

for physical education lessons. 

Interaction: Teachers can also create interactive 

questions. As it can be seen in Figure 1D, it is 

possible to create a sequence of additions so the 

student selects the proper way to reach the last 

number. Another example of an interactive 

question could be a geographic map in which the 

student would have to search for a certain 

country or province. With this kind of 

functionality, the student is motivated to perform 

a task that would normally be boring in a more 

entertaining way.  

Mathematics: As seen in Figure 1E, the teacher 

can help the students to practice and improve 

their calculation capacity and mental agility. In 

these, the answers can be a number, an 

operational symbol, or both, if we choose to 

create a multi-answer question. For the 

aforementioned, there is the option of creating 

more complex operations by adding brackets 

and square brackets. There can be many possible 

right answers that have to be selected. 

Mental Agility: Teachers can configure the 

elements on the screen so they disappear after a 

small amount of time. Because of this, they can 

create questions that allow the students to test 

their mental agility. Figure 1F is a good example 

of this, as it features a memory question, where 

three elements are shown, later they are replaced 

by question marks, and a second set of images 

appear, showing only two of the three initial 

elements. Some seconds later, the next four 

answers appear and the students must choose the 

element of the first set of images that is missing 

in the second one. 

Other examples of this kind of question could 

be: give the image of an element and ask the 

students to find it in a collage with a similar 

image, count the number of times that an 

element appears in an image or search the 

differences between two very similar images. 

3.2 Implementation of the Domain-Specific 

Language 

To make the process of porting the educational 

application between platforms easier, we used 

MDE. For this reason, the architecture of the 

system can be divided into two big groups. The 

first one is the created DSL to abstract the code 

that is common to all platforms. The DSL allows 

defining all the information about the menus and 

levels of the educational video games and it is 

the same on all the platforms. In this way, we 

generate a language that can be interpreted by 

the templates in native language that we 

developed for each device. Then, after the 

teachers define their educational video game 

using our DSL, they obtain the model of their 

game. The model has all the information that the 

user had defined using the DSL, and the DSL 

allows creating with an abstraction the video 

games. The model consists of two XMLs. These 

XMLs files contain the information of the menus 

and levels of the educational video games. These 

XMLs are common to each platform, so the 

same level/menu file can be used in any 

platform. 

The second group are the templates. They 

contain the native source code for each platform 

and the parser of the files that contains the 

information that a user defined using our DSL. 

The templates do not have the images, nor the 

information about menus, nor levels, which 

means that they cannot be compiled without the 

DSL nor the resources. 

3.2.1 Abstract Syntax 

In this section, we show one part of the abstract 

syntax of our DSL. We use Ecore [67] as meta-

metamodel to create the metamodel of the DSL. 

In Figure 2, we can see this first metamodel of 

the part that corresponds with the levels. The 

principal component is questions. It wraps all 

the data that define a game level and it contains 

the general information about the level: number 

of questions and the order. 

Questions has two child nodes: feedback and 

question. The first one, feedback, shows the



information that will be shown when answering 

a question, if desired. The second one, question, 

wraps all the information about each question. 

The question node is composed of three general 

parameters and three child nodes: status_bar 

that defines the aspect and position of that bar, 

scoreboard which defines the image used for the 

scoreboard, and graphics that contains all the 

graphics that composed the question. Each 

graphic contains the parameters that define it, 

for example: images, font, audio source, or 

video source. 

 

Figure 2 Abstract Syntax of the DSL 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<questions> 

    <questions_to_ask>22</questions_to_ask> 

    <questions_order>YES</questions_order> 

    <feedback> 

        <feedback_on>YES</feedback_on> 

        <feedback_string_correct>Is correct</feedback_string_correct> 

        <feedback_string_fail>You failed...</feedback_string_fail> 

        <feedback_button_text>Next</feedback_button_text> 

    </feedback> 

Source Code 1 Example of game that contains the tags that define the feedback for an answer 



3.2.2 Textual Concrete Syntax 

In this section, we explain the textual concrete 

syntax of the XMLs. Firstly, we show the XML 

of levels. This XML is composed by three parts: 

Source Code 1 shows the first part, the parent 

node: questions. Within this node all the 

questions are stored under the question tag and 

the information about the quantity, order, and 

feedback parameters shown when answering a 

question. This node also contains data that is 

common to all the questions of that level. These 

are the question_to_ask, questions_order tags 

and the child node feedback. 

The question_to_ask tag indicates the total 

number of questions the level has. In this 

number are included the tutorial screens and it 

can show an inferior number to the total amount 

of questions included, if we do not want to show 

all the questions included in the aforementioned 

level. 

The next tag is called questions_order. This tag 

indicates if the questions that we will be asked 

will be shown in the same order that is specified 

in the XML (YES) or if they are shuffled every 

time we play the level (NO). If the 

question_to_ask tag does not contain the total 

number of existing questions in the XML file, 

we can create levels with a great amount of 

questions presented in order. This way, we can 

create different exams and tests for each student 

using the generated educational video game.  

<question> 

    <question_time>50</question_time> 

    <question_points>75</question_points> 

    <question_is_description>NO</question_is_description> 

    <status_bar> 

<status_bar_image_background_source>timebar.png</status_bar_image_background_source> 

<status_bar_image_front_source>greentimebar.png</status_bar_image_front_source> 

        <status_bar_x_pos>160</status_bar_x_pos> 

        <status_bar_y_pos>240</status_bar_y_pos> 

        <status_bar_width>200</status_bar_width> 

        <status_bar_height>20</status_bar_height> 

    </status_bar> 

    <scoreboard> 

        <scoreboard_image_source>buttongreen.png</scoreboard_image_source> 

        <scoreboard_x_pos>60</scoreboard_x_pos> 

        <scoreboard_y_pos>460</scoreboard_y_pos> 

        <scoreboard_width>100</scoreboard_width> 

        <scoreboard_height>50</scoreboard_height> 

        <scoreboard_font_generic_family>serif</scoreboard_font_generic_family> 

        <scoreboard_font_font_family>courier new</scoreboard_font_font_family> 

        <scoreboard_font_style>italic</scoreboard_font_style> 

        <scoreboard_font_size>15</scoreboard_font_size> 

        <scoreboard_font_color>black</scoreboard_font_color> 

        <scoreboard_font_align>left</scoreboard_font_align> 

    </scoreboard> 

Source Code 2 Example of game containing the tags that define a time meter and a scoreboard 



The children node feedback is composed of four 

tags that configure the feedback: feedback_on 

can be activated or deactivated after answering a 

question. With feedback_string_correct we 

specify the chain of text that we want to display 

when a question is answered correctly. With 

feedback_string_fail we specify the chain of 

text that we want to display when we choose a 

wrong answer. For the text in the button, we use 

the feedback_button_text tag. 

Source Code 2 shows an example of the first 

part of the question node and the graphic 

example corresponding to the code shown in the 

status bar and the scoreboard. This one is 

composed of three subsections: The children of 

the question node, the status_bar children, and 

the scoreboard children. Question has three 

tags that are used to define the time limit for the 

question (question_time), the points received 

for a correct answer (question_points) and if it 

is a tutorial or a normal question 

(question_is_description). 

<graphics> 

    <graphic> 

        <graphic_is_collided>NO</graphic_is_collided> 

        <graphic_is_correct> </graphic_is_correct> 

        <graphic_order> </graphic_order> 

        <graphic_image_source>question.png</graphic_image_source> 

        <graphic_image_pressed_source> </graphic_image_pressed_source> 

        <graphic_font_generic_family>sans-serif</graphic_font_generic_family> 

        <graphic_font_font_family>times new roman</graphic_font_font_family> 

        <graphic_font_style>italic</graphic_font_style> 

        <graphic_font_size>20</graphic_font_size> 

        <graphic_font_color>white</graphic_font_color> 

        <graphic_x_pos>160</graphic_x_pos> 

        <graphic_y_pos>78</graphic_y_pos> 

        <graphic_width>278</graphic_width> 

        <graphic_height>86</graphic_height> 

        <graphic_text>What is the capital of Spain?</graphic_text> 

        <graphic_text_align>center</graphic_text_align>              

        <graphic_time_to_appear>0</graphic_time_to_appear> 

        <graphic_time_to_desappear>0</graphic_time_to_desappear> 

        <graphic_audio_source> </graphic_audio_source> 

        <graphic_audio_autoplay> </graphic_audio_autoplay> 

        <graphic_audio_loop> </graphic_audio_loop> 

        <graphic_audio_controls> </graphic_audio_controls> 

        <graphic_video_source> </graphic_video_source> 

        <graphic_video_autoplay> </graphic_video_autoplay> 

        <graphic_video_loop> </graphic_video_loop> 

        <graphic_video_controls> </graphic_video_controls> 

    </graphic> 

Source Code 3 Example of game containing the tags that define a graphic belonging to a question 



If we want to create a tutorial screen (for 

example, an explanation of the multiplication 

tables) the question_is_description tag must 

contain YES. In that case, points and time will 

not be taken into consideration. 

The second part is the status_bar children, 

which is composed of two images, the back 

image 

(status_bar_image_background_source) and 

the front image, which is the one that becomes 

smaller as time passes by 

(status_bar_image_front_source). The other 

tags define the central position of the image in 

the x-axis (status_bar_x_pos) and the y-axis 

(status_bar_y_pos), as well as the width 

(status_bar_width) and weight 

(status_bar_height) of both images. 

In the third part is the scoreboard node. This 

defines the image used for the scoreboard 

(scoreboard_image_source), its central 

position in the x-axis (scoreboard_x_pos) and 

the y-axis (scoreboard_y_pos), as well as its 

width (scoreboard_width) and height 

(scoreboard_height). This node also has tags 

that define the font, family, style, colour, size of 

the text, as well as its horizontal alignment 

regarding the image that contains it. 

Source Code 3 shows the code of the second part 

of the question node. The rest of the question 

node is formed from the graphics node. Within 

it, we must place the graphic nodes in the order 

they are painted. The first to appear will be the 

first to be painted, so if the second is painted 

over the first, it will be screened. Each graphic 

node is a new layer. 

This type of node contains all the required 

information to paint a graphic on the screen. 

Then, a graphics group of nodes conform a 

question. The great amount of tags it has and the 

variety of them, makes this node the most 

complex of all. This is because in the game 

everything is a graphic: backgrounds, buttons, 

images, sounds, videos, etc. This way we have 

the required power to put all the workload in the 

auto-generated part that is contained in the 

templates (the logic), making the creation of 

games easier and more intuitive. 

The first thing to do is point out if the graphic is 

collisionable (graphic_is_collided). This way 

we can decide which elements we can interact 

with, as well as creating elements that change 

their image when they are clicked. To 

distinguish a correct answer from a wrong one 

we use the graphic_is_correct tag. With the 

graphic_order tag we can define the order in 

which the graphics must be clicked. For 

instance, if we display a set of numbers and we 

want the student to click them in a certain order, 

we must assign a number to each graphic to 

define that order. If we do not want to establish 

any order, we simply leave this field empty. 

To assign an image to a graphic, we have to put 

its name in the graphic_image_source tag. If 

we want this image to change after a while or 

when the graphic is selected, we have to place 

that new image in the 

graphic_image_pressed_source tag. As with 

other tags, the central position of the image 

regarding the x and y axes, its width and height 

are defined in the corresponding tags: 

graphic_x_pos, graphic_y_pos, 

graphic_width y graphic_height. 

To define the text of the graphic it must be 

written in the graphic_text tag. The text will be 

aligned to the vertical centre of the image by 

default. This tag supports carriage returns, so it 

is possible to leave blank spaces to fill them with 

images or more text. As the previous nodes, here 

we can configure the text size, font, style, 

colour, alignment, etc. With the 

graphic_time_to_appear and 

graphic_time_to_desappear tags, we can make 

the graphic appear or disappear after some time 

or even both. This way, we can create questions 

where a graphic appears after X seconds while 

others disappear. In the given example some 

graphics appear by default in the second 0 and 

after a few seconds they disappear while others 

appear. 

Lastly, we have the tags that define the sound 

and the video, which require four tags to control 

all the options. First, we change the name of the 

file with the source tag. The file can play 

automatically as the question starts (autoplay), 

be restarted when it ends (loop) or show its 

audio/video controls (controls). 



<number_of_levels>7</number_of_levels> 

<screen_width>320</screen_width> 

<screen_height>480</screen_height> 

<screen_orientation>portrait</screen_orientation> 

<menu_view> 

    <image_start_button>button.png</image_start_button> 

    <start_button_align>center</start_button_align> 

    <start_button_size>20</start_button_size> 

    <start_button_generic_font>courier new</start_button_generic_font> 

    <start_button_color>white</start_button_color> 

    <height_start_button>78</height_start_button> 

    <width_start_button>230</width_start_button> 

    <pos_x__button_start_menu>160</pos_x__button_start_menu> 

    <pos_y_button_start_menu>270</pos_y_button_start_menu> 

    <start_button_text>Play</start_button_text> 

    ... 

</menu_view> 

<music_view> 

    ... 

</music_view> 

<pause_view> 

    ... 

</pause_view> 

<select_level_view> 

    ... 

</select_level_view> 

<play_again_view> 

    ... 

</play_again_view> 

<end_game_view> 

    ... 

</end_game_view> 

<images_levels> 

    ... 

</images_levels> 

<loading_view> 

    ... 

</loading_view> 

Source Code 4 XML containing the tags that define the menus and levels used in the game 



In Source Code 4, we can see the menus’ XML. 

This XML contains all the information about the 

different screens and the game’s global 

characteristics: the information about the total 

number of levels of the educational video game 

(number_of_levels) and the width 

(screen_width) and height (screen_height) of 

the screen in which it was generated. This is 

because, aside from being multiplatform, the 

generated educational video games fit the screen 

of any device. That is why it is necessary to 

indicate the width and height of the screen for 

the correct functioning of the resolution adapter. 

With the screen_orientation tag the game 

changes the visualisation of the screen from 

vertical to horizontal and vice versa. 

The rest of the XML is composed of two 

children nodes. Each node is a screen of the 

game. The main menu (menu_view) is where 

the student chooses between playing the game, 

changing the options, or exiting the game. The 

pause screen (pause_view), as its name 

suggests, is for pausing the game in the middle 

of a question. The level selection screen 

(select_level_view) allows the student to select 

which level he wants to play. The ‘play again’ 

screen (play_again_view) appears after 

checking the score for a level and lets you 

choose between replaying the level or going 

back to the level selection screen. The screen 

that appears after a level is completed 

(end_game_view) shows the score for that level. 

The loading screen (loading_view) appears 

while the game is loading. There is also an 

images_levels node, which contains the images 

that represent each level in the level selection 

screen. Each node contains all the customizable 

elements of the screen it belongs to. For 

instance, menu_view contains the image of the 

Play button, as well as the text of that button, 

with all its characteristics. The same happens 

with the rest of elements: Options button, Exit 

button and the background image. The 

remaining images follow the same standard: 

each element on the screen read from the XML 

because every element is customizable because 

of the templates of each platform. 

3.2.3 Templates 

The templates were created through an 

educational video game natively created in each 

platform: Android, iPhone, and HTML5. The 

only difference with that native video game is 

the absence of the models that contain the 

information that the user defined using our DSL, 

images and videos. At the beginning of the 

project, we studied the four systems to see the 

possibilities that each one offered. After this, we 

started creating the first template for the most 

restrictive system. Then, we ported it to the 

other systems, adequating everything to the 

different programming languages and the 

possibilities of the systems to paint images, 

display text, and play audio and video. In this 

way, to convert the templates for the desired 

system, we only have to insert the models that 

we created using our DSLs, images, sounds and 

videos in their folders, and then compile 

everything. 

3.2.4 Software 

To create the templates for the educational video 

games in each platform, we used the proper 

environment for each case: 

• To create the game template for Android 

mobiles, we used the Software 

Development Kit (SDK) for Android. 

• For iPhone, we used xCode and a Mac 

OS X operating system with Mavericks. 

• For the HTML5 template, we simply 

used a text editor and the latest version 

of the Apache web server. In addition, 

we checked its proper operation and 

performed the tests with the most used 

Internet browsers: Google Chrome, 

Internet Explorer, Firefox, Opera, and 

Safari. 

The smartphones used to test the Android, and 

iPhone versions were different in size and 

worked with different operating system. 

 



4 EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, we describe in detail the 

processes of evaluation selected and then we 

describe the obtained results. First of all, in the 

Methodology subsection, we will describe the 

used methodology to perform the evaluations. 

Finally, we will describe and discuss the 

obtained results. 

4.1 Methodology 

To test the performed research, we combined a 

formative and a summative evaluation. On the 

one hand, we wanted to see how users would use 

the language in a real unassisted setting in order 

to find bugs and syntax shortcomings. On the 

other hand, we wanted to get a clear idea of how 

close we were to our goal of allowing agile 

game development in the scope of hours rather 

than days or months. 

With these goals, we started by creating four 

fully functional games in native code for each 

platform. Secondly, we tested the ecosystem 

with students, developers, researchers, 

engineers, and PhDs at University of Oviedo.  

The primary objective of the first phase was the 

validation of our hypothesis: User can create an 

educational video game faster with our DSL 

than if he had developed the video game with 

their own code. Furthermore, we could obtain a 

lot of information to improve the DSL and the 

templates. With this information, we changed 

some syntax of the DSL. For example, we 

introduced new attributes, changed some nodes, 

and included new options for some nodes. 

Moreover, we corrected some errors and bugs.  

The second phase also took place at the 

University of Oviedo. This test was a contest 

open to every student and teacher, in which the 

contestants had to create a video game using the 

Gade4All editor. In the contest, the participants 

created different educational video games with 

the Gade4All editor. In addition, we could test a 

new version that included the Improvements that 

we realised after the first phase, and the DSL 

with new and more users to find new bugs and 

suggestions. 

In both phases, we took note of the errors that 

popped up and the things that were not very 

clear for the participants when they were 

creating their educational video games. Each 

user had a personal assistant for the test. 

Firstly, the assistants explained the goal of the 

project and the objective of the test. Besides, the 

assistants were taking notes about all the process 

to make easier the identification and localisation 

of any error, type of problem (user interface, 

DSL, model, code generation, template, 

Gade4All tool) or suggestion. 

When the test finished, we compiled and studied 

all the notes to improve the DSL for the final 

version. 

4.2 Results 

The creation in native code of the four sample 

games required between 80 and 125 hours (see 

Table 1) depending on the platform. Then, we 

recruited 15 participants (1 to 15) to recreate 

those games using the DSL, and each game was 

completed in less than 1 hour.  

In the second phase, we had 15 (16 to 30) new 

and different participants: 10 students and 5 

teachers. The participants created educational 

video games with the version of the new tool 

without the bugs, which we had detected in the 

previous phase. 

 In this test, users only needed again between 

30-60 minutes to create their own educational 

video games. The main difference with the 

previous phase was the improvement of the DSL 

and the tool.  

Table 2 shows the time that each participant 

needed to finish the educational video game and 

the total time and average of each phase. In this 

last table, we can see that in the second phase 

the participants needed less time because we had 

solved some bugs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Android iOS HTML5 Total 

Hours 125 113 86 324 

Table 1 Required time to create each video game 

Phase 1 Phase 2 

P1 46 P16 46 

P2 59 P17 31 

P3 57 P18 32 

P4 52 P19 50 

P5 51 P20 54 

P6 39 P21 43 

P7 49 P22 51 

P8 44 P23 42 

P9 56 P24 52 

P10 43 P25 47 

P11 48 P26 39 

P12 41 P27 46 

P13 58 P28 43 

P14 56 P29 35 

P15 44 P30 49 

Total Phase 1 743 Total Phase 2 660 

Average Phase 1 49.53 Average Phase 2 44 

Table 2 Time of each participant in each phase 

Figure 3 shows six screenshots of an educational 

video game about the multiplication tables, 

which was created by a student in the contest. In 

Figure 3A there is an explanation of the lesson, 

followed by a multiplication table in Figure 3B. 

After watching all the multiplication tables, the 

student is asked several questions in which he 

will have to choose the correct answer (Figure 

3C and Figure 3E). The creator of the game 

chooses to include feedback for the 

correct/incorrect answers (Figure 3D). Once the 

level is finished, the player can check his score 

immediately and see how many questions he has 

answered correctly and how many he has failed 

(Figure 3F).  

 

Figure 3 Example of an educational video game 



The main conclusion of this evaluation was that, 

while the templates for each platform took 

roughly 80-125 hours of development time by 

expert programmers (depending on the 

platform), participants without without prior 

knowledge were able to create their multi-

platform educational video game in 30-60 

minutes. 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

As we have described in this paper, we managed 

to build a DSL able to create multiplatform 

educational video games in a simple and 

efficient way, oriented to people without 

technical knowledge in the creation of video 

games. We implemented and tested the proposed 

DSL in the Gade4All editor in two occasions 

with satisfactory results. In our case, teachers 

could create multiplatform educational video 

games in less than 1 hour. 

This paves the way to educational innovation 

models driven by enthusiastic teachers that 

create games for their students. In an ideal case, 

a teacher could create a small game in one 

evening based on significant events (e.g. 

something currently on the news) and then 

distribute it to the students to play in their 

devices (smartphones from any platform, tablets 

or laptops) the following day. 

The goal is not to create innovative AAA games 

that are beyond the budget of any educational 

budget and require specific devices for playing 

them. We aim to facilitate the agile creation of 

low-cost educational games that are flexible and 

highly adaptable. This should normalize the 

experience of playing in the classroom, and 

therefore reduce the barriers for future, more 

complex, and expensive game development 

projects. While it is true that the generated 

educational video games might look simple for 

being in 2D, they can be attractive enough for 

this normalization of educational play. 

This therefore just a small step towards the 

acceptance of educational video games. 
While this novel research can provide an easy 

and quick way to teachers for creating 

educational video games that are based on 

questions, future steps require going further. 

First of all, further evaluations of the overall 

process and the game formats is required, given 

that the sample from this work was relatively 

small and focused. More games for more 

disciplines should be created and thoroughly 

tested. In addition, the evaluation focused on the 

agility of the creation process, rather than on the 

quality and applicability of the generated games, 

which should in turn be the object of further 

experiments. 

Regarding the resulting games, 3D educational 

video games would be more aligned with student 

expectations. It would be desirable to create 

educational video games in 3D, while keeping 

the costs down. For example, we could include a 

3D object that could be rotated by the student to 

observe it from any angle: a sculpture, a Rubik 

Cube, polyhedrons made from blueprints, etc. 

More complex game models would also make 

the experience richer, although with a risk of 

making the process more complex. Fortunately, 

adding new options to the DSL to be able to 

generate new types of questions, have a bigger 

customisation capacity or offering more 

versatility would be relatively easy. It should be 

feasible to incrementally improve the scope of 

the DSL so that the approach can be used for the 

development of other game types. This would be 

necessary if we wanted to perform one of the 

two future Works described before.  

All in all, this is a first step that aims to unlock 

the current situation of educational video games, 

where academics are increasingly certain of their 

potential, but the practical challenges are 

preventing their adoption. While these games 

may be simple, the agile and streamlined 

approach for creating multiplatform educational 

games can be a driving factor for their 

widespread adoption. 
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